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                      "Sean's pieces are truly incredible. His designs and products are a rare example of sophisticated, elevated design while preserving true quality and durability. We've purchased a ping pong table, pool table (+ glass conversation top) and shuffle board. The pieces speak for themselves!" - Jennifer Shaw
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                      "I’ve never thought of ping pong as an especially beautiful game- fun, but not necessarily elegant. Then I encountered a Sean Woolsey Studio table and quickly realized it’s one of the nicest feature pieces you can have in a room. The table plays beautifully and looks even better (and can double as a table-table). If you want the best, get a Woolsey." - Sean O'Neill
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                      "Throughout the whole process Sean Woolsey and his team were super professional, detail oriented and highly responsive... not to mention the absolutely beautiful pool table they produced for us. I couldn't recommend more highly not only our experience working with them but also the quality of their products. I look forward to ordering more amazing custom pieces from the Sean Woolsey team." - Eche Martinez
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                      "Sean built us three amazing pieces for our new home - a pool table, a ping pong table and a desk. The quality of the work is outstanding. Sean cares deeply about his products and builds beautiful furniture. He has also been unbelievably responsive on the few items we have asked him to follow-up on. I could not recommend him more highly. Thanks Sean!" - Glenn Welling
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                      "Sean built a stunning walnut dining/ping pong table for me and successfully shipped it cross country. It's a showstopper.  Absolutely flawless work.  Most days it's a gorgeous dining table with a perfect finish to it, but slide on the perfectly-crafted metal net (in this case in hunter green) and it's a dream ping pong table that transforms the room.  Sean is a master, and incredibly nice to deal with too." - Scott McCormack
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                      "Our family has purchased several desks and other furniture from Sean Woolsey. The design is elegant and sleek, the materials are lush and gorgeous and the quality is exceptional. Great value for the money." - Lizanne Rosenstein
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                      "Sean Woolsey and his team are incredible craftsmen.  Sean runs a world-class, trustworthy studio for high-end custom furniture.  We LOVE the glass top Ping-Pong and walnut pool table they built and delivered for us.  It's so beautiful! We enjoy playing with friends and family almost everyday.   We can't say enough about the quality and beauty of a solid walnut pool table and the custom metal 'net' for the ping pong table.  Amazing craftsmanship!" - Kevin Eagan
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                      "Sean has amazing customer service and makes high quality, high design pieces. We purchased a pool, shuffleboard and ping pong table from his studio for our home in Montana. They are fantastic." - Julie Eitel
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  Shop our sample sale items here. 
All items are in stock, and ready to ship. Delivered to your door with care.
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  “Sean Woolsey Studio is unparalleled in craftsmanship, thoughtful details, and impeccable service.”























  
  









  
    DISCOVER WHAT’S NEW!
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  Together let’s keep our planet green and thriving. Discover how we give back. 
Read more  
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      ONLY THE GOOD STUFF. 

      Sign up to receive updates, promotions, and exclusive first access to flash sales of up to 50% OFF!
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    Thank you! You will hear from us soon!


    

  









    

  
  

  


  



          

          
            
          
        
      
      

      
        
  
  
  
  
  
  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      




  
  
    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
  








  We Give Back                    Terms & Conditions            Join Us/Careers         
Returns & Refunds           Warranty Policy                 Press        
Privacy Policy                    Care & Maintenance         Newsletter
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